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ABSTRACT 

The development reveals a silk and soybean protein fiber 
mixed texture which is shaped by interlacing twists and 
wefts all over as per a specific rule, wherein soybean 
protein fiber yarns are utilized as the wefts, silk yarns are 
utilized as the twists, and the twists and the wefts are 
upward organized. The utilitarian texture given by the 
creation has fine, smooth and delicate handfeeling and 
great dampness retention, breathability and skin fondness, 
likewise has the impacts of opposing and hindering 
microorganisms and such, and is basically utilized for 
making light, dainty and breathable garments and high-
grade home materials. 100%silk and SPF (Soybean Protien 
Fiber) texture and 50:50. Woven texture tests are ready on 
a handloom. Layered properties of a textures not entirely 
set in stone. The utilization of the soy fiber yarn limited 
silks inferiorities like simple perspiration staining and 
adhering to the wet skin. Material cover, thickness, 
Wrinkle recuperation, water recapture, Gsm, air 
porousness of mixed texture is looked at and extended in 
this examination. 

KEYWORDS: GSM, Wrinkle recovery, water regain, cloth 
cover, air permeability. 

1.) INTRODUCTION: 

Soybean is another vegetable-based fiber. soybean protein 
fiber is a kind of reproducible plant protein fiber, which 
uses the extra cake after oil is removed from the soybean. 
High polymer from soybean cake is eliminated and protein 
turning game plan of a particular obsession is prepared. 
Right after procuring the turning game plan, a fiber stack 
of a single fiber 0.9-3.0 dtex is turned with the usage of the 
wet-turning process (Li-yi-you,2004). It is an eco-obliging 
fiber using a boundless typical resources as raw substance. 
It has a blend of uncommon properties. Its fragile quality 
and porousness make it pleasing to the skin. It is light in 
weight, reflexive with antagonistic to splendid properties, 

extraordinary kink recovery, and drapability. The 
flexibility of the single soybean protein fiber is higher than 
that of wool, cotton, and silk. 

Likewise, like silk, it feels. Among the unmistakable kind of 
animal fibers used by the material business, silk from the 
packaging is financially commonly critical. Silk surface, a 
significantly breathable surface, can be reasonable for all 
conditions. silk is smooth similarly as really uniform in 
concealing, and has a slight sheen. Its intrinsic exceptional 
properties of splendor, strength and adaptability, 
scratched spot impediment, wrinkle recovery, layered 
robustness, drapability, soddenness elasticity make it ideal 
for a long while in attire. This audit needed to explore the 
possibility blending silk yarn as the curve and the soy fiber 
yarn as the 

 weft with the arrangement to convey blended surface of 
chipped away at quality. This paper reports starter 
disclosures of the layered properties of blended surfaces. 

2.) SPF MANUFACTURING METHODS: 

Soyabean have a 35 % of protein. China is the world lead 
maker of soybean protein fiber. Soybean protein fiber can 
be acquired from soyabean. 100 kg of soyabean buildup 
can be removed from 40 kg of protein. 

There are five principal steps to deliver soybean fiber 

1. Isolation of soy protein 

Soy texture producers utilize regular cycles to isolate the 
protein present in soybean bodies from different mixtures. 
It's additionally conceivable to extricate protein 
straightforwardly from soybeans, however this training is 
less famous. Soybean structures are basically useless waste, 
yet soybeans themselves have impressive market worth, 
and frames give comparable measures of protein while 
being unpalatable. 
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2. Breakdown of proteins using heat, alkali, or enzymes 

Soybean protein isn't appropriate for material fiber 
fabricate in its regular state. To make soybean protein 
slurry appropriate for material creation, it should initially 
be presented to medicines that decrease its coarseness. 

Generally speaking, material makers use soluble base to 
accomplish this impact. While modern salt fluids can be 
reused, they cause harmfulness issues assuming they enter 
the biosphere. On the other hand, material producers can 
utilize regular catalysts to deliver soy protein into a helpful 
state for fiber handling, which don't hurt the climate. Most 
salt and compound soy protein medicines likewise include 
heat application. 

3. Extrusion through spinnerets 

 After material makers have delivered soy protein into a 
beneficial state, they expel the subsequent slurry through 
spinnerets. When cool and dry, the subsequent strands are 
steady and prepared for material creation. To work on the 
toughness of the completed strands, notwithstanding, a few 
material makers uncover their soy filaments to 
formaldehyde treatment. 

4. Post-treatment 

Formaldehyde is a known cancer-causing agent, which has 
driven specific soy texture makers to utilize polycarboxylic 
acids all things considered. Other soy texture producers 
decide to abstain from presenting their filaments to 
completing medicines by and large, however the 
subsequent yarn is not so much sturdy but rather more 
inclined to wrinkling. 

5. Spinning 

Then, soy texture producers turn their soy filaments into 
yarn. They then, at that point, color the completed yarn 
without utilizing blanch since soy strands are moderately 
fragile. 

6. Weaving 

The turned yarn can now be woven into long pieces of 
texture. Moved onto bolts, this texture is then shipped off 
attire or homeware makers for the creation of customer 
items. 

 
3. SILK:                     

Silk, a solid and brightness surface, has been utilized for 
extraordinary quality dress and family things for a really 
long time. Gather silk from the occasion of the silkworm. 
Each cover contains around one mile of silk fiber. As we 
apparently know silk is a hard and solid surface, for each 
delicate silk fiber is more really than a basically obscure 
degree of steel.              

Properties Soyabean Silk 

Tenacity g/den 0.25-0.8 1-1.5 

Elongation ,% 50 25-45 

Density gm/cm3 1.29 1.34-1.38 

Moisture regain , % 8.6 11.0 

Acid resistance excellent excellent 

Alkali resistance good good 

Resistance to 
moth/fungus good 

Resistance to 
fungus but not to 
moth 

U.V resistance good bad 

Dry breaking 
extension % 18-21 14-25 
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3.1 MANUFACTURING METHODS: 

The silk fiber is delivered by the cocoon. The cocoon has 
two organs sericin and fibroin which can create a fluid 
type of silk. at the point when it comes into contact with air 
it becomes strong fiber. 

Silk will be gathered from the casing of the silkworm. By 
and large, each cover produces around 1,000 yards of silk 
strands. This fiber is called crude silk, is turned into silk 
yarn and strings 

Result and Discussion Fabric count: 

Table 1: Fabric count 

S.No Blend Ratio EPI PPI 

1 Silk 100% 110 70 

2 SPF 100% 95 65 

3 50:50 100 65 

 

The Table 1 depicts thread count of soya/silk pure and 
blended Woven fabrics. In case of woven fabrics, the 
thread count of Silk 100 is 100 × 70,    Soya 100 is 95 × 65. 
Among blended woven fabrics, it is maximum for Silk50: 
SPF50. Thus there is slight variation in end and pick 
density of different woven fabrics.  

Table 2: Weight and thickness of fabrics 

S.No Blend Ratio Weight(gm/sq m) 

1 Silk 100% 90 

2 SPF 100% 75 

3 50:50 80 

 

Weight Among pure woven fabrics, weight of silk100 has 
been found more than soya100 fabric. The reason may be 
difference in density of soya and silk fibres. Density of soya 
fibre is 1.29 (Li, 2004). It is less than that of silk fibre 
(1.33) that is why Soya100 is lighter in weight than silk 
100. Tortora (1982) [8] stated that density and specific 
gravity of silk and silk fibres tend to be lower than other 
fibres. Some of the other factors like yarn count, thread 
density, stitch density, thickness also affect the weight of 
the fabric.  

 

6.CONCLUSION: 

                      Significant difference has been found in 
properties of pure and blended woven fabrics. Weight and 
thickness of woven Silk100 fabrics has been found more 
than soya100 fabrics. Blending of soyabean with silk  fiber 
has reduced  weight of woven fabrics Among blended 
fabrics, cloth cover increases as % of silk component in the 
blend increases. 
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